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Institute of Youth Power is a Non-Profit Organization from
Rijeka, Croatia. 
Organization exists from 2015. but since 2018. it’s registered as
non-governmental organization with main field of youth work
and Erasmus+ programme. 
IYP has been founded by four active youth workers coming
from different areas and background. Main fields which we
cover are entrepreneurship, sustainability, outdoor activities,
non-formal education, active citizenship and European values.

About�Us



Mateo�Papic,�mag.ing.min.

president 

Leo�Bartolec,�MSc�in�tourism

vice-president

Lara�Rendulic,�student

selection coordinator

The�Team



Karlo�Grdic,�student

volunteer

Sandra�Stilinovic,�student

photographer/team leader

Nikolina�Gegic,�student

WEB and Social Media

The�Team



Our main aims are promoting personal
development of young people through education
programs of the European Union, developing
non-formal education, intercultural dialogue
and civil society, drawing attention to lifelong
learning and importance of networking,
broadening of horizons, through provoking and
creating new ideas.

We want to encourage social change by involving
youth with different social backgrounds and make
it possible for everyone to understand the concept
of social integration. We are especially focused on
gender equality issues. Speech about the position
of all marginal groups in the changing reality is
extremely important.

To improve quality of life of youth through
volunteer and professional work with promotion
of healthy ways of life.
To promote tolerance, solidarity and active
citizenship.
To promote development of rural areas and to
involve youth faced with different obstacles.
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COOPERATION

-> we know the basic
partnership rules
-> we choose topics, not
destinations
-> studies, researches,
information, promotions,
presentations, long term
partnerships, visibility etc.

SELECTION

-> candidates must fill the
application form (google form)
->  express interest and
motivation according to the topic
-> personal meeting with
candidates
-> each candidate must propose
idea for dissemination and follow
up
-> always involving participants
with fewer opportunities and
dissabilities

Activities & Experience



PREPARATION

-> presentation and materials
for NGO fair
-> sharing ideas and proposals
for intercultural evenings
-> information about the topic
and if necessary make
presentation about situation in
Croatia
-> travel options and buying
tickets, food preferences etc.

DISSEMINATION

-> cooperation with Youth Center in
Zagreb, Youth Club in Rijeka, High
School Dormitory Susak Rijeka
-> University presentations
-> Local activities and workshops,
flash mobs etc.
-> Booklet
-> Making videos and promo
materials



Members from all over the
Croatia, volunteers, youth
workers, entrepreneurs etc.

responsible, creative, reliable,
motivated, innovative,
communicative,  professional
etc.

empowerment, equality, group
with gender balance,
participants with fewer
opportunities and dissability,
inclusion etc.
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key staff/persons�involved�in�Erasmus+
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Legal representative
 
Mr.Mateo Papic
president of NGO
iyp.croatia@gmail.com
mateo.papic18@gmail.com
+385 994004877
 

 



Contact person

 
Mr.Leo Bartolec
vice-president
iyp.croatia@gmail.com
bartolec.leo@gmail.com
+385 959168084



Contact�us�
iyp.croatia@gmail.com
OID: E10147733
PIC: 921799149
VAT: 59056153578
Reg.No: 08004463

 
Ante Modrusana 36, 51000 Rijeka
Croatia
+385 994004877
+385 959168084
http://iypcroatia.com
FB Institute of Youth Power Croatia
Instagram iyp.cro

 

 



1) Erasmus+
KA105-A730EEA1
Institut za poticanje mladih
2) Erasmus+
KA105-D4DCE322
Institut za poticanje mladih
3) Erasmus+
KA105-3B7A4BA0
Institut za poticanje mladih

1) Erasmus+
KA105-BGB15A52
Institut za poticanje mladih
2) Erasmus+
KA105-F11B9437
Institut za poticanje mladih
3) Erasmus+ 
KA105-DD061BC6
Institut za poticanje mladih

Erasmus+
KA205-602427
NAYORA
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